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Brandon Brewery

Brandon, Suffolk

Jeff Sechiari

The Brandon Brewery was opened in the

summer of 2005 by owner Dennis

Cooper in the busy market town of

Brandon, which lies on the border

between Norfolk and Suffolk. As I drive

through here regularly to visit the grand-

children, I was delighted to see the arrival

of the brewery's board on the pavement

outside advertising its opening, and

recently managed to pop in for a brief

chat, a few photographs and the pur-

chase of some samples.

Brandon is a small town of great antiqui-

ty, with a long history of settlement.

During the Neolithic period shafts were

sunk to mine the excellent local black flint

for the manufacture of arrowheads and

axes and the working of flint has contin-

ued since.

With Norfolk grown barley on its doorstep

it is, perhaps, no wonder that the region

is rapidly becoming a major centre for

new microbreweries, although the sparse

population makes you wonder how they

all find a market. Still, it is very good news

for the consumer with a great many

places to visit and different beers to try.

Another factor in the growth of local

breweries is, no doubt, the presence of

one of the long established brewers,

Brendan Moore, at the nearby Iceni

Brewery. Apart from running his brewery,

Brendan also has a flourishing business

helping new brewers to set up - a story in

itself.

The Brandon Brewery building is the old

dairy of a 15th century cottage in a tiny

lane, known locally as Grape Alley. This

gives just enough room for a comfortable,

if cosy, brewhouse, which also has space

to service direct sales and display the

brewery's range of bottled beers. Behind

the brewhouse there is a portacabin,

which is used as a cold store for casks.

As well as bottled beer, Dennis also sells

polypins of bright beer, which seemed to

be popular during my visit, and delivers

to a number of pubs.

As the brewery is alongside the River

Ouse, beside the bridge, Dennis original-

ly used an image of the bridge as the

background to his labels. Whilst this

gave rise to some very attractive

designs, it proved to be so subtle that it

did not really stand out on the bar, and

this was further complicated by the fact

that no one actually sees the bridge

when driving over it. As a result of this a
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Celtic knot replaced the bridge as the

brewery's logo and featured on almost all

of their artwork. This in turn has been

replaced by two hop cones.

Dennis, who is an engineer by back-

ground, installed the equipment. He

found himself working at the Iceni

Brewery for a couple of years as a handy-

man, and this whetted his appetite for

brewing. He then worked with Tony Hook

at the Wissey Valley Brewery for a while,

where he got some hands on brewing

experience, initially following instructions

to the letter and then gradually putting his

own stamp on things. After a couple of

years he had to decide the way forward -

back into engineering, or to set up on his

own. In the end he decided to do the lat-

ter, setting up the brewery with a friend,

although neither of them knew how to go

about actually selling their beer. The set

up was facilitated by grant aid from the

East of England Development Agency.

As they had very few casks they decided

to concentrate on selling the beer in bot-

tles at the brewery or at farmers' Markets

rather than aiming for the pub trade. This

worked remarkably well, at least up until

Christmas 2006, than trade fell away

dramatically in January, to the point that

Dennis was considering getting a part

time job for the winter. However, he con-

 



tacted a few pubs and they took his beer

and once established the word got round

and other pubs started to contact him -

meaning he had to invest more in casks

to meet the demand. Although there is

great deal of competition it is seen as an

expanding market and as the number of

brewers increases so does the aware-

ness. During 2008, although the pub

trade was taking most production, a

renewed emphasis on high quality bottled

output meant that this was accounting for

a more significant proportion of the pro-

duction.

The brewery's original plant, which was

based on ex-brewery conditioning tanks

supplied by Brendan Moore and believed

to have originated from a northern brew-

ery, is shown above and consisted of

following items:

Hot Liquor Tank / Copper - This vessel

was originally of 5 barrel capacity but in

January 2008 it was extended to 5.75 by

adding a top which was the off cut from

the 5 barrel tank used to make the mash

tun. The vessel is insulated with breeze-

blocks, giving it a functional, if not too ele-

gant, appearance, although I understand

that it is planned to clad it in the future.

This form of insulation seems to be pop-

ular with Brendan and may be seen at

some of his other client's breweries

including the nearby Wissey Valley and

Bull Box breweries. The vessel is used

initially to boil the hot liquor and then later

reused as the copper. It has a ribbon gas
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burner beneath it and has been modified

with a 4" stainless steel pipe welded at

the bottom to facilitate removing the hops

at the end of the brew - ‘I don't have a

hop back or any other such sophistica-

tions’, but it does have a strainer plate in

the copper to hold the hops back until the

plug is removed. The insulating blocks sit

on stainless steel baffles to force the hot

air to circulate slowly around the vessel,

maximising efficiency. 

Mash Tun - This is another 5-barrel cellar

tank with the top cut off, a homemade

sparge arm and a plate within it. It sports

a blue plastic lid to keep heat in.

Heat Exchanger - probably the most

expensive item of plant, the heat

exchanger has an impressive array of

taps and pipe work to allow liquor or wort

to be pumped in a number of different

directions, to or from the copper, mash

tun and FVs, or to allow water to be

pumped through the heat exchanger to

facilitate cleaning.

FVs - Originally there were three FVs,

two of 2.5 barrel capacity each and the

other at 5 barrel. These were also con-

verted from former cellar tanks and have

coils of pipe around them to allow water

from a flash chiller to pumped round to

stop the fermentation, when required.

The beer is then pumped to a cellar tank

to finish its fermentation and gain condi-

tion. An additional four 2.5 barrel FVs

have now been added to the set up and

this allows a typical brew to result in 5.25

barrels of beer, split between the 5 and a
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2.5 barrel FVs. The remaining FVs are

used as conditioning tanks.

Bottling is achieved using a four-finger

siphon machine. This was the first of

these delightfully simple devices that I

had seen, a situation that was soon to

change as I explored East Anglia! 

The fingers are weighted and have a

non-return valve. A float valve regulates

the level of the beer and the weight of the

bottle on the finger causes the valve to

open until it has filled to the desired level.

Full bottles are then crown corked. 

Dennis had just bottled three firkins

before I arrived and has been known to

do nine in a day, especially if two of them

are working at it. A firkin can be bottled in

15 minutes.

Dennis's first brew was in July 2005 and

initially he was producing two barrels at a

time. One bag of malt gave one barrel of

beer at 4% so he was using two bags of

Pale malt, along with a little coloured

malt, to give around two barrels depend-

ing on ABV. This was rather a lot to try

and sell to publicans who didn't know

who you were. At the start of 2006 Dennis
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reformulated his recipes to produce 2.5

barrels each brew, and this carried on

until the further expansion described

above.

Brewing now typically takes place twice,

or occasionally three times, a week and

the rest of the week, when not brewing, is

spent either bottling or delivering to a

number of free houses in an area of

Norfolk and Suffolk surrounding the

brewery. 

At the time of my visit Dennis had a

portfolio of eleven different beers and

had just brewed a new pale ale based

on a very popular trial brew made a few

weeks earlier. I wonder what his brewing

predecessors in the town would make of

the 'micro revolution'? Friedrich1 lists the

following former brewers for Brandon:

Robert Clifton, 1844

'The Bridge'

William Daynes, 1855

High Street

Cornelius Hyan, 1855-64

'The Bell', Bury Road, 

Jacob Williams, 1855

Thetford Road 

They also seem to have tapped into a

niche market for colourful personalised

labels for special events - see the web

site for some examples, along with a

selection of mouth-watering recipes

using a range of their beers, so I'm off for

a little snack and a bottle of Brandon's

Best. Cheers.

My thanks to Dennis for contributing an

interview for the BHS Oral History

Project. The brewery is open Monday -

Saturday, 9.00am - 5.00pm, but do call

first in case Dennis is out on a delivery.

Visitors are welcome and they are happy

to arrange visits for small groups. There

is also a brewery shop. One of Brandon's

beers is usually on tap at The Bell, situ-

ated in Brandon High Street, a few yards

from the brewery.

The Brandon Brewing Co. Ltd.

76 High Street

Brandon

Suffolk IP27 0AU

Tel: 01842 878496

07876 234689

www.BrandonBrewery.co.uk
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